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Preface 
Formerly having taught a District School for two years I realize 
the IlJeed in County Schools of some kind of an Eighth Grade Review 
book. 
The purpo,se of this book is to aid th.e teacher in reviewing the 
pupil and also to furnish a source by which the pupil CaDI review 
hi:mself. This book! is not to be used as a I"egular text throughout 
the year, but to be used for review during the mOlIlth pI"eooding eight 
grade examinations. 
The material herein is written in the simpIest language in order 
that it may be understandable to every eighth grade pupil. 
This book contains nothing but answers to eighth grade questions 
w.hich have been asked in examinations rangimg from 1909 to 1918. 
The material herein is compiled from HllIlIlilton's Standard Arith-
metic, book three; MiUie's Standard Arithmetic; Hioenshels Advanced 
Grammar; A History of the United States by Thwaites, and Kendall, 
and aIso Montgomery's and McMastell'S Histories.; The Natural School 
Geography by Redway and Hinman; F'ryes Elements, of Geography; 
The Farm Garden Rule Book by L. H. Bailey; Live Language Lesisons 
by Howard R. Driggs, third book; and Hygienic Physiology by J. D. 
Steele. 
I wish to acknowledge the above books, and extend a word of 
appreciation to their writers for the information I have obtained from 
these books. 
G. C. COOK. 
University of Nebraska. 
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Arithmetic 
ARITHMETIC is the science of ,nlumbers and the art of computing 
by them. 
A UNIT is a single. thing; as, one, one cent. 
A NUMBER is a unit or a collection of units. 
The Arabic numerals are: 0, 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9. 
THE ROMAN SYSTEM: 
I, 1 
II, 2 
III, 3 
IV, 4 
V, 5 
VI, 6 
VII, 7 
VIII, 8 
IX, 9 
X, 10 
XI, 11 
XII,12 
XIII, 13 
XIV, 14 
XV, 15 
XVI, 16 
XVII, 17 
XVIII, 18 
XIX, 19 
XX, 20 
XXX, 30 
XL,40 
L, 50 
LX, 60 
LXX, 70 
LXXX, 80 
ADDITION 
The SUM i's the result of addition. 
XC, 90 
C, 100 
CCC, 300 
CD, 400 
D, 500 
DC, 600 
DCC, 700 
DCCC, 800 
CM, 900 
M, 1,000 
MCM, 1,900 
V,5,000 
M, 1,000,000 
The MINUEND is the numl:er ITom which we subtract. 
SUBTRACTION 
The SUBTRAHEND is the number to be subtracted. 
The nIFFERENCE, or remai:r;der, is the result of subtraction. 
MULTIPLICATION 
The MULTIPLICAND is the number multiplied. 
The MULTIPLIER is the number by which we multiply. 
The PRODUCT is the result of multiplication. 
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DIVISION 
The DIVIDEND is the number to be divided. 
The DIVISOR is the number by which we divide. 
The QUOTIENT is the re!lult of division. 
The REMAINDER is the part of the dividend remaining when 
the quotient is not exact. 
A CONCRETE NUMBER is a number used with ~eference to a 
partrcular object; as, 5 days, 10 pounds., 8 inches. 
An ABSTRACT NUMBER is a number used without reference to 
a particular object; as, 5, 8, 20. 
Alll INTEGER or an integral number is a whole number. 
FRACTIONAL UNITS 
A COMMON FRACTION is a fraction that has both 
terms expressed; as, 8/4, 4/4, 1/4. 
A PROPER FRACTION is a fraction whose value is 
less than 1; as, 1/2, 7/8, 3/4. 
A IMPROPER FRACTION is a fraction whose value is 
equal to or greater than 1; as 8/8, 9/8, 4/3, 5/5, 6/5, etc. 
A MIXED NUMBER is a number expressed by a whole 
number and a fraction; as 3 1/2, 12 3/4. 
PARTS OF A DOLLAR 
1 c equals 1/100 of $1.00 33 1/3 c equals 1/3 of 1.00 
2 c equals 1/50 of 1.00 371/2 c equals 3/8 of 1.00 
4 c equals 1/25 of 1.00 40 c equals 2/3 of 1.00 
5 c equals 1/20 of 1.00 50 c equals 1/2 of 1.00 
61/4 c equals 1/16 of 1.00 62 1/2 c equals 5/8 of 1.00 
81/3 c equals 1/12 of 1.00 662/3 c equals 2/3 of 1.00 
10 c equals 1/10 of 1.00 75 c equals 3/4 of 1.00 
121/2 c equals 1/8 of 1.00 80 c equals 4/5 of 1.00 
162/3 c equals 1/6 of 1.00 83 1/3 c equals 5/6 of 1.00 
20 c equals 1/5 of 1.00 871/2 c equals 7/8 or 1.00 
25 c equals 1/4 of 1.00 
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COMMISSION AND BROKERAGE 
A person who buys or sells or transacts business for 
another is called an agent, Collector, Commission Merchant, 
or Commission Broker, according to the nature of the busi-
ness transacted. 
The commission or brokerage is a certain percent t)f 
the amount of money involved in the transaction. 
The Net proceeds is the amount left after commission 
and all other charges have been paid. 
The one who sends the merchandise to be sold is the 
principal, the shipper, or the consignor. 
EXAMPLES 
1. A real estate agent sold four lots for $250, $325, $395, 
and $405, respectively. How much was his commission at 
5% ¥ Ans. $68.75. 
2. A fruit grower shipped to his commission merchant 
600 bbl. apples, which were sold at $3.50 a barrel. The 
agent deducted $43.90 freight charges, $27.75 cartage, 12c 
a barrel for cold storage, and 5 per cent commission. Find 
the amount remitted. Ans. $1851.35. 
3. My agent bought 180 bbl. apples at $4.80 a barrel. 
He paid $50.00 freight and $6.00 storage. I sent him $937.28. 
What was his rate of commsision? Ans. 2 per cent. 
DECIMALS 
Division of Decimals 
l<~IND QUOTIENTS 
1. 4.199 by 1.9 Ans. 2.21 
2. .20956 by .169 Ans. 1.24 
B. 27.839 by 2.87 Ans. 9.7 
Multiplication of Decimals 
FIND PRODUCTS 
1. .089 x 60 
2. 72.184 x .0025 
3. 85.004 x 26.09 
Ans. 5.34 
Ans .. 18046 
Ans. 2217.75436 
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Subtraction and Addition of Decimals 
ADD 
1. 3.7 
5.06 
8.023 
9.04 
SUB'l'RACT 
2. 225.5 
97.439 
Ans. 25.823 
Ans. 128.061 
FRACTIONS 
Decimal Fraction 
CHANGE TO COMMON FRACTION 
1. .37 1/2 
2. .83 1,13 
Ans. 3/8 
Ans. 5/6 
CHANGE TO DECIMALS 
1. 17/27 Ans. .6296 8/27 
2. 1/60 Ans. .0166 2/3 
Addition and Subtraction of Fractions 
FIRST ADD; THEN SUBTRACT 
1. 5 3/4 
2 1/2 
2. 54 11/12 
46 5/13 
Ans. 8 1/4; 3 1/4. 
Ans. 101 47/156; 8 83/156. 
TAXES 
1. Frank Keller's real property is assessed at $5200, and 
his personal property at $800. The tax rate in his city is 
13 mills. Find his tax, including $1, poll tax. 
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$5200 plus $800 equals $6000, assessed valuation. .01:3 x 
$6000 equals $78, 13 mills tax rate. $78, plus $1, equab 
$79, total tax. 
1. The assessed valuation of a town is $900,000 and the 
amount of taxes to be raised is $16,200. vVhat is the ratt: 
of taxation and what is Mr. Owen's tax who owns property 
assessed at $10,000 and personal property assessed at $2500 J 
Ans. .0l8; $22;">. 
DENOMINATE NUMBERS 
l. Washington was born February 22, 1732; he vms ill 
angurated President April 30, 1789. How old was he whl'!j 
he became President 'I Ans. 57 yrs. 2 mo. 8 days .. 
2. Find the sum of 18 T. 12 cwt. 50 to. 15 oz., 25 'f. 
12 cwt. 19 rtL 1;3 oz., 15 T. 14 cwt. ;35 ttL 9 oz., 20 T. 
18 cwt. Ans. 80 T. 17 cwt. 6 lb. 5 oz. 
3. Find the sum of 12 bu. 3 pk. 7 qt., 25 bu. 5 qt., 8 bu. 
2 pk. 1 pt., 48 bu. :3 pk., 42 bu. 1 pk. 2 qt., 48 bu. 3 pk. 6 qt. 
Ans. 186 bu. 2 pk. 4 qt. 1 pt. 
4. Reduce to lower denominations: 2 wk. 5 da. 13 hr. 
Ans. 469 hrs. 
5. Divide 153 mi. 313 rd. 3 yd. 2 ft. by n. 
Ans. 13 mi. 319 rd. 2 yd. 1 ft. 
6. Multiply 12 bu. 3 pk. 2 qt. 1 pt. by 8. 
7. From 4 m!. 
3 yd. 2 ft. 8 in. 
Ans. 102 bu. 2 pk. 4 qt. 
126 rd. 4 yd. 6 in., take 2 mi. 140 rd. 
Ans. 1 mi. 306 rd. 10 in. 
SIMPLE INTEREST 
FIND THE IN'l'EREST AND AMOUNT AT 6% ON: 
1. $500 for 6 months and 15 days. Ans. $16.25; $516.25 
2. $755 for 1 yr. 9 mo. 6 da. Ans. $80.03; $835.0:3 
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PROMISSORY NOTES 
lVIr. James H. Ames, a grocer, Salem, Oregon, has an 
account of $52.00 against Robert Patterson for groceries, 
and lVIr. Ames asks lVIr. Patterson to give him a note at 
6 per cent interest for the amount of the bill. 
$52.00 Salem, Oregon, Nov. 21, 1917. 
Six months after date .................. .I. ................. promise to 
pay to the 
order of .................................... James H. Ames ....................... . 
Fifty Two ... : ......................... ~ .......................................... Dollars 
Value received, with interest at 6 per cent. 
Robert Patterson. 
MENSURATION 
Lumber 
A board foot is a board 1 ft. long, 1 ft. wide and 1 in. 
thick. The number of board feet in a piece of lumber is 
found by multiplying the number of board feet in one sur· 
face by the number of inches in thickness. 
FIND THE NUlVIBER OF BOARD FEET IN THE FOLLOW-
ING: 
1. 1 board 10 ft. long, 1 1/2 ft. wide, and' 1 in. thick. 
Ans. 15 board ft. 
2. 4 boards 16 ft. x 1 1/2 ft. x 1/2 in. 
Ans. 96 board ft. 
FIND THE COST AT $35 PER lVI., OF: 
1. 50 boards, 16 ft. long, 12 in. wide and 1 in. thick. 
Ans. $28 
TRIANGLES 
The area of a triangle is equal to the product of one 
half the base times the altitude. 
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. FIND THE AREA OF THE FOLLOWING TRIANGLES: 
1. Base 15 ft., altitude 8 ft. 
2. Base 20 ft., altitude 14 ft. 
Ans. 60 sq. ft .. 
Ans. 140 sq. ft. 
3. Mr. Smith's farm is in the form of a rectangle 80 rods 
long and 40 rods wide and has a running stream across one 
corner. If the corner cut off 'by the stream is 58 rods long and 
24 rods wide, find the approximate area of each part. 
Ans. 696 sq. rd.; 2504 sq. rd .. 
The square on the Hypotenuse of a right triangle 
equals the sum of the squares described on the other two 
sides. 
4. Find the hypotenuse of a right triangle whose alti-
tude is 6 ft. and whose base is 8 ft. Al1s. 10 ft. 
5. A has a field 40 rd. long and 30 rd. wide. B· has a 
square field whose side equals the diagonal of A's field. 
What is the difference in the area of the two fields? 
Ans. 1300 sq. rd. 
A P ARRAI.JLELOGRAM is a quadrilateral whose opposite· 
sides are parallel. 
The area of a parallelogram is found by multiplying the 
base times the altitude. 
FIND THE AREA IN ACRES OF: 
1. A parallelogram whose base is 140 rds. and altitude 
60 rd. Ans. 52 1/2 acres ... 
The area of a trapezoid is found by mUltiplying the 
altitude times one half of the sum of the parallel sides. 
1. The parallel sides of a trapezoid are 38 in. and 62 in. 
and its altitude is 21 inches. Find its area. 
Ans. 1050 sq. in .. 
cmCLES 
The CIRCUl\'J;FERENCE of a circle is found' by multiply-
ing the diameter by 3.1416. 
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The DIAMETER of a circle is found by dividing the cir-
cumference by 3.1416. 
'l'he AREA 0]' A CIRCLE is found by multiplying the 
circumference by one half the radius. 
'1'he area of a circle equals .7854 of the circumscribecl 
. 
square. 
'!'he VOL UlVIE OF A CYLINDER is found by multiplying 
the area of the hase times the heighth of the cylinder. 
PI:-iD THE VOLUME OF A CYIJINDER 3 F'l'. IN DLUI· 
ETER j\ND G FT. HIGH. 
:32 x .78:Jeb equals 7.0GHG sq. ft. arca of basp. 
5 ft. x 7.0G8G sq. n. equals 35.348 cu. ft., thc volume of 
the cylinder. 
FIND THE VOLUn,1E OF CISTERNS, SILOS, GAS TANKS, 
ETC., 
1. D. 15 ft., height 18 ft. Ans. 3,180.87 c n. ft 
2. D. 25 ft., height :30 ft. Ans. 14,726.25 cu. ft. 
A cord of wood contains 128 cu. ft., as 
A pile of wood 4 ft. wide, 4 ft. high and 8 ft. long IS 
C(l ual to one cord. 
BINS A;ND TANKS 
A standard "bushel contains 2150.42 cu. in. 
231 cu. in. equal 1 gal. 
:31 1/2 gal. equal 1 b bI. 
FIND '1'0 HPNDUED'l'llS 'l'HE NUlVIBER OB' B USHEIJS IN: 
1. A bin 20 ft. "by 10 ft. by 5 ft. 
Ans. 803.56 plus. bu 
2. A metal trough for watering cattle is 12 ft. long, 
8 ft. wide and 20 in. deep. Find the number of gallons i! 
holds. Ans. 448.83 
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Approximate Measurements 
1 bu. shelled grain equals 1 1/4 cu. ft. 
1 bu. apples equals 1 5/9 cu. ft. 
1 bbl. equals 4 1/5 cu. ft. 
1 ton soft coal equals 42 cu. ft. 
1 ton hard coal equals 35 cu. ft. 
1 ton clover hay equals 550 Crt. ft. 
1. Estimate the number of tons of clover hay in a mow 
60 ft. b? 18 ft. by 16 ft. Ans. 31 2:3/55 '1'. 
2. Estimate the number of bushels in It bin for oats 
14 ft. long and 10 ft. wide, if the bin is filled with oats to 
a depth of 6 ft. Ans. 672 bu. 
DISCOUNT 
1. A piano listed at $1350 was bought at a discount 
of 20 per cent and 10 per cent. How much was it bought 
for ~ Ans. $972. 
GAIN IN PER CENT 
1. A man paid $5000 for a house. For enlarging and 
repairing it he spent 40 per cent of this sum. He then sold 
it for $7840. What per cent did he make Y 
Aus. 12 per cent. 
2. A fruit merchant bought 120 bbl. of apples for $360. 
He sold them at a gain of 55c per barrel. What was his 
gain per cent? Ans. 18 1/3 per cent. 
FIRE INSURANCE 
The premium is the sum paid for the Insurance. 
·What is the premium on the following policy? 
1. $14,500 at 1 3/4 per cent Ans. $253.75. 
2. A school board pays annually $45.00 for $6,000 of 
Fire Protection on a schoQI building. Find the rate of 
premium. Ans. 3/4 per cent. 
3. A vessel worth $27,000 is insured for 2/3 of its value 
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.at 3 1/4 per cent. In case of ship-wreck, what is the Com-
pany's loss? ,\That is the owner's loss 
Ans. $17,415; $9585. 
GREATEST COMMON DIVISOR 
}1~IND THE GREATEST COMMON DIVISOR OF: 
56, 98, 154:. 
42, 63, 189, 
54, 216, 360, 
Ans. 14. 
Ans. 21. 
Ans. 18. 
LEAST COMMON MULTIPLE 
}1'IND THE LEAST COMMON MULTIPLE OF: 
24, 48, 72, 
36, 70, 105, 
120, 225, 540, 
Ans. 144. 
Ans. 1260. 
Ans. 5400. 
PLASTERING AND PAINTING 
1. Allowing nothing for openings, how much will it 
cost to kalsomine the walls and ceilings of a room 20 ft. long, 
16 ft. wide and 12 ft. high, at 12 cents per sq. yd ~ 
Ans. $15.79 
2. Find the cost of painting both sides of a tight board 
fence 150 ft. long and 8 ft. high, at 20 cents per sq. yd. 
Ans. $53.34 
ROOFING AND FLOORING 
1. Each of the two slopes of a roof is 60 ft. long and 
20 ft. wide. Find the cost of covering them with tar paper 
at $5.60 pel' square. (a square equals 100 sq. ft.) 
Ans. $134.40. 
250 shingles equal 1 bunch. 
800 shingles will lay 100 ~q. ft. or one square. 
1. Allowing nothing for waste, how many bunches of 
shingles are required to cover a barn 1'oof 35 ft. in width 
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on each side and 70 ft. in length. Find the cost at $1 
per bunch. Ans. 157 bunches. $157. 
PAPERING AND CARPETING 
A single roll of paper is 8 yds. in length and usuall~' 
18 ill. in ·width. A double roll is 16 yds. in length. 
1. Ef-Itimate the number of double 1'0118 of paper re-
quired for a ceiling 18 ft. by 22 ft., strips run111ng lcngtb-
wise'. Ans. 6 double rolls. 
~ I 
2. A llining room 15 ft. by 22 ft. is 11 ft. from base-
board to ceiling. It has fonr openings 3 1/2 ft. by 7 ft. 
Bstimate the paper required for it. Strips on ceiling running 
lengtlnvise. Ans. 15 double rolls. 
1. How much carpet 27 in. wide, laid the long way of 
i1!e room is required for a room 18 ft. long and 15 ft. widp, 
nllowing' ]2 in. on each strp except the first for matching·. 
Ans. 44 yards. 
PERCENTAGE AND INTEREST 
1. I gained ~~5 per cent by selling an article for $4.05. 
How much did it cost? Ans. $3. 
2. A laborer had his wages twice increased 10 per cent. 
H he now receives $2.42 a day, what were his wages before' 
they were increase(l? Ans. $2. 
3. A receiYes $1,600 salary, which is 60 per cent more 
than B receives. Wha t salary does B receive ~ 
Ans. $1,000 
4. I sold two lots for $1200 each; on one I gained 25 
per cent, and on the other I lost 25 per cent. Did I gain 
or lose, and how much? Ans. $160, loss 
RATIO AND PROPORTION 
The extremes are the first and the fourth terms of a 
proportion; the means are the second and third terms. 
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In every proportion the product of the extremes is equal 
to the product of the means. 
FIND THE VALUE OF "X" THE UNKNOWN TERM: 
1. 60 : 15 equal 75 : X 
75 : X equal 90 : 18 
Ans. 18 3/4 
Ans. 15. 
:3. X : :30 equal 8 : 48 Ans. 5. 
It is estimated that 25 men can build a bridge in 18 
clays. How long at the same rate will it take 15 men to 
lmild it ~ Ans. 30 days. 
SQUARE ROOT 
FIND THE SQUARE ROOT OF 2134.44. 
402 
trial c1ivisor, 2 x 40 equal 80 
6 
complete divisor 86 
Trial divisor 2 x 460 920 
2 
complete divisor 922 
2134.44 .1_46.2 
1600 
1---
I 534 
I I 516 
1----
I 1844 
I 1844 
1 __ _ 
I 
FIND THE SQUARE ROOT OF THE FOLLOWING: 
1. 136161 Ans. 369. 
2. 20.7936 Ans. 4.56 
All students should know the following tables: 
Liquid Measure 
Cubic Measure 
Dry MCafmre 
A voitc1upois VV t. 
Square Measure 
Measure of Time 
IJinear Measure 
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Grammar 
SENTENCES 
The kinds of sentences according to u,-,e are: DECLARATIVE, 
INTER~OGATIVE, IMPERATIVE and EXLAMATORY. 
1. A DECLARATIVE SENTENCE is one used in making a 
statement. 
2. AN INTERROGATIVE SENT'ENCE is one used in asking a 
question. 
3. AN IMPERATIVE SENTENCE is one us~d in making a 
command. 
4. AN EXCLAMATORY SENTENCE is one used i,nl expressing 
strong feeling or emotion. 
The kinds of sentences according to form are: SIMPLE, COM-
PLEX and COMPOUND. 
1. A SIMPLE SENTENCE is a thought expressed in words. 
2. A COMPLEX SENTENCE is one composed of one independen: 
claus'e and one or more dependent clauses. 
3. A COMPOUND SENT'ENCE is one composed of two or m')re 
independent clauses. 
USE 'OF THIS AND THAT, THESE AND TH'OSE 
THIS and THAT are us,ed with singular nouns and THESE and 
THOSE with plural nouns. 
CASE 
1. CASE is that modification of nouns and pronOU:lS' Which sh;)ws 
tn€ir relation to other words. 
2. A noun or pronoun used as the subject of a senten.ce is in 
the N'OMINATIVE CASE. 
3. A noun or pronoun used as the object of a verb or preposition 
is in the 'OBJECTIVE CASE. 
4. A noun or pronoun used to denote posses'sion iSI in the POS-
SESSIVE CASE. 
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PHRASES 
1. A PHRASE is a group Df wDrds' prDperly put tDgether but 
nDt having a subject ani! predicate,. 
2. AN ADJECTIVE PHRASE iiS a phrase modifying a noun Dr 
prDnDun. 
3. AN ADVERB PHRASE is a phrase modifying a verb, an 
adjectiV'e, Qr an adverb. 
SUBJECT AND PREDICATE 
1. The SUBJECT is that part Df the sentence which teliLs what 
we are talking abDut. 
2. The PREDICATE tells sDmething about the subject. 
NOUNS 
1. A PROPER NOUN refers to' some particular thing; as. 
Ohicago, Frank, May. 
2,. A COMMON NOUN is the name Df anything; as, bQY, girl, 
hDrse. 
3. A COLLECTIVE NOUN names a cDllectiDn Df person,s, ani-
mals, Dr Lhings,; as, audience, herd. 
4. A CONCRETE NOUN is the name Df a place, pe~s·Qn, Dr a 
thing that actually -exist!s in space. Girl, tree, barn, etc. 
5. AN ABSTRACT NOUN is the name Df a quamy 0'1' cDndition 
that dDesnot exist in space; as, beauty, gDodness, prese·rverance, etc. 
GENDER 
1. GENDER is a distinctiDn Df nDuns and pronouns in regard 
to' sex. 
2. NOUNS and prDnDuns that refer to' males are MASCULINE 
GENDER; as, father, JDhn, King. 
3. Nouns and prDnDuns that refer to' femal8ls. are Df the FEM-
ININE GENDER; as, mother, she, Ruth, Queen. 
'4. Nouns a,nid pronouns that rrefer to Dbjects, neither male nor 
female a,re of the NEUTER GENDER; as, hDuse, post, tree. 
5. NQuns and pronouns that refer to either males Dr females or 
both, are of the COMMON GENDER; as, parent, bird, they, children. 
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PERSON 
1. PERSON ils, that prQperty IOf a nlOun lOr prlOnlOun which denlOtes 
the speaker, the pe'r'son spoken to, 10'1." the person spoken IOf. 
2. The FIRST PERSON denQtes the speaker; as, I, JlOhn, am an 
aplOstle. 
3. The SECOND PERSON denotes the person splOken tQ; as, 
John CQme here; Mr. President, I seclOnd that motilOn. 
4. The THIRD PERSON denlOtes the per:son sPQken' IOf; as, JlOhn 
was a former, I heard the thunder rlOar. 
PRONOUNS 
1. A PRONOUN is a wlOrd us'ed instead of a nlOun. 
2. The ANTECEDENT Qf a prlOnQun is the wlOrd fur whilch it 
stands. 
3. A PERSONAL PRONOUN is u,ne that indicates its person by 
its flOrm. 
4. Sometimes SELF or SELVES is added to the personal pro-
nouns. They are then called COMPOUND PERSONAL PRONOUNS. 
5. An INTERROGATIVE PRONOUN is one used in asking 
questions; as, who" which and what. 
6. An ADJECTIVE PRONOUN is Qne that performs the offices 
'lOf an adjective and a noun; as, SQme (men) are deh. 
7. A RELATIVE PRONOUN is a pronoun used to intrlOduce 
adjectival dausles, the most clOmmonly used re,lative pronuuns are: 
whQ, which and that. 
ADJECTIVES 
1. An ADJECTIVE is a wO'l."d used to modify a nQun 10'1." prlO-
noun. 
2. A DESCRIPTIVE ADJECTIVE is one that de,s,cribels a nlOun 
o~ pronoun by expr:essing slOme quality belQnging to it; a.s, good blOYs, 
small trees. 
3. A DEF'INITIVE ADJEGTIVE is one that do'es nQt expres.s a 
quality; M', seve'l."al bQys, thlOse trees. 
4. Such adjectives, a.s American, Spanish, etc., are called 
PROPER ADJECTIVES and should begin with a capital letter. 
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COMPARISON 
1. The three degrees of comparison are, POSITIVE, COMPAR-
ATIVE and the SUPERLATIVE; as, S1mall, Ilmaller, smallest; beau-
tiful, more beautiful, and most beautiful. 
ARTICLES 
The adjecti!Ves. A, AN and THE are sometimes called ARTICL,ES. 
A is used before words, beginning with a consonant sound, and AN 
before word'S beginning with a vowe~ sound. 
VERBS 
1. A VERB is a worn that denotes actilon or being. 
2. The fo,rm of the verb endinlg in ing and the form used with 
have are called PARTICIPLES. WALKING is the present partic,iple 
and WALKED is the past participle. of the verb walk. 
3. A REGULAR VERB is one that forms its past tens,e and pa:st 
participle by adding ed to the pres'ent. 
4. An IRREGULAR VERB is one that does not form its past 
tense and past participle by adding ed to the p,resent. 
5. An INTRANS,JVE VERB is one that does not require an object 
to complete its meaning. 
6. A TRANSITIVE VERB is one that requires an object '~o 
complete i,ts mea:ndng. 
7. Wihe;IJi the SlUbject denotes the actor, the verb is said to be in 
the AUrIVE VOICE. 
8. When the SlUbject denotes the receiver of the act the verb i,s 
said to be in tbe PASSIVE VOICE. 
ADVERB 
1. Aili ADVERB is a word used to modify a verb, an adjective, 
or an advetrb. 
2. ADVERBS OF PLACE are adverbs which answer the' ques-
tion, WHERE? as HERE, THERE. 
3. ADVERBS OF TIME answer the question when? as NOW, 
RECENTLY. 
4. ADVERBS OF MANNE.R answer the questio:ru, How? as, 
WELL, BADLY. 
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NUMBER 
1. NUMBER is that modification of a nQun orr pronoun by which 
it denotes one 01' more than one. 
2. The SINGULAR NUMBER denotes but one. 
3. The PLURAL NUMBER denotes morre than one. 
FORMING OF PLURALS 
1. A, E, I, 0 anld U are VOWELS; the ,o,thell' letters are CON-
SONANTS. 
2. Nrounsending in S, Q, X, SH and CH form their pluraIs by 
adding es. 
3. Nouns ending in Y preceded by a vowel form the plural by 
adding s. 
4. Nouns ending in Y preceded by a CONSONANT form tho 
pluml by changing y to i and adding es. 
DISCOURSE 
1. DIRECT DISCOURSE is quoting the exact thoughts of onle 
person to aDIOther; as, "You ar<e a fine Uttle fellow said he, "Will you 
let me grind my ax on your g'rindsitone?" 
2. INDIRECT DISCOURSE is quoting the thoughts, of another 
without giving the exact worrds; as, The man said that I was a fine 
li:tle fellow and asked me to let him grind my ax on the grindstone. 
CLAUSES 
1. A CLAUSE LS a group of words containing a subject anld a 
pndicate. 
? SUBORDINA TE CLAUSES are clauses containing a subject 
and predicate but will not sta,nd alone; as, whom we saw. 
MOOD 
1. MOOD is that inflection of the verb which denotes the manner 
of ass·ert:on. 
2. INDICATIVE MOOD is used in asserting facts. 
3. THE IMPERATIVE MOOD i,s· used to' exprress a oommand or 
an entreaty. 
4. The SUBJUNCT'IVE MOOD expresses a wilsh or aoll un-
certainty. 
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COMPUNCTIONS AND INTERJECTIONS 
1. A CONJUNCTION is a wDrd used tD cDnnect words', phrase,s 
and clauses. 
2. An INTERJECTION 19 a WDl'Id used to denDte strong feeHng 
Dr emotiDn. 
PARTS OF SPEECH 
L. Noun. 3. Verb. 5. Adjective. 7. CDnjunctiQn. 
2. PrDnoun. 4. Adverb. 6. Prepositi!on. 8. Interjection 
CORRECTIVE USAGE 
Sit, set, sat, may, can, laid, lain, lay, lies', shall, will, lying, teach, 
went, gone, saw, seen, learn, sung, dDne, did. 
1. SIT here girls and rest awhile. 
2. He SET the bucket 'On the pDrch. 
3. He SAT where I asked him tD s,it. 
4. Yes, he MAY gQ tDmOrrQW. 
5. CAN you gD hDme tDnight? 
6. The hen LAID an egg this mDrning. 
7. Here LIES a large r'Ock.. Here' it has LAIN fQr many year~. 
8. Mary LAY 'On the sofa all f'OrenD'On. 
9. LIE d'Own Mary and rest yourself. 
10. I think I SHALL gD h'Ome tom'Orr'Ow. 
11. I WILL fix it f'Or YDU. 
12. John LAY 'On the grDund. He is LYING there nDW. 
13. May I TEACH the cla,ss tDday? 
14. I WENT h'Ome yesterday. 
15. I have GONE hDme twice this m'Onth. 
16. I SAW Frank this morning. 
17. I have SEEN Frank. 
18. It is hard fDr Birlha to LEARN. 
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19. I have SUNG many times. 
2"0. I DID the work yesterday. 
21. I have DONE my work. 
USE OF SHALL AND WILL 
23 
To represent simple expectation on the part of the speaker, use 
shalI in the first person, and will in the second and third per'sons; as, 
we shall, you will, they will. 
To represent determination, desire, willingness, or promise on the 
part of too speaker, use will in the first person, and shall in the 
second and third persons; as, we will, you shall. they shall. 
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Drawing and 'VI riting 
DRAWING is given in slchools in order to develop coordination be-
tween the hand and the eye. 
DRAWING is important becaus,e it is a graphic expression of ones 
thoughts. 
1. PERSPECTIVE is arranging objects at the right distance to 
make them Look correct and real. 
2. CONSTRUCTION LINES are lines used to help in the making 
of drawings. 
3. The AXIS. is the matn body of the drawing, as the sltem of a 
plant. 
4. The CENTER OF VISION is the main part of a picture or the 
part which draws your attention most. 
5. The SIX SPECT'RUM COLORS are red,orange, yellow, green, 
(blue,) indigo and violet. 
6. The PRIMARY COLORS are red, green, violet (blue). 
7. The SECONDARY COLORS ar'e orange, yellow, indigo. 
One should strive to be a GOOD PENMAN in order that he may 
write with neatness, speed and legibility. 
The THREE ESSENTIALS in writing are: speed, neatness and 
legibility. 
Every pupil should know the CORRECT POSITION to use in 
writing. 
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Reading 
INFLECTION is the rising and lowering of the voice. 
EMPHASIS is putting partkular stress on certain words in a 
sentence. 
ARTICULATION is the pronouncing of each word or syllable 
plain and dilstinct. 
POETRY is writing made up of verses. 
PROSE is ordinary language wri,uen in words. 
The CLIMAX is the most exciting part. 
A SIMILE is unlike things compared to be the same. 
PERSONIF'IGAT'ION is giving life to r'ocks and lifele,s'S things in 
reading. 
PARAGRAPHING is' dividing lines and ver'ses into parts and ex-
pluLning each part. 
SYNONYMS ar,e different words whose meaTI,ing is about the 
same. As small and little. 
A DERIVATIVE WORD is a word derived from another. 
HOMONYMS are words of the same sound but difflerent meaning; 
as, ale, ail; gait, gate. 
ACCENT is dividing a word into syllables and accenting each 
syllable. 
ANTONYMS ar'e wordsl of opposite meaning; as, big, little. 
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History 
IMPORTANT MEN 
1. MAGELLAN was, a brave Portugese navigator who siailed 
around the world. He discovered the Pacinc ocean. 
2. DE SOTA wals a brave Spanish sailor who died while on 
the ocean. 
3. CORONADO was a great Spanish officer. 
4. PONCE DE LEON was a Spaniard. He discovered Florida. 
5. FRANCIS DRAKE was an English sailor. 
6. HENRY HUDSON was an English navigator who discovered 
the river which be'ars his name. 
7. CARTIER discovered the St. Lawrence river: 
8. CHAMPLAIN was an American explorer. 
9. LA 8ALLE was a great explorer j)n New France. 
10. 'SIR WALTER RALEIGH was aJIJ English ship captain. 
11. JOHN STEPHENS built the first steam locomotive of Am-
erica in 1826. 
12. JEFFERSON DAVIS was a colonel in the west, and later 
held rome high offices,. 
13. U. S. GRANT was a general On the Union s'ide. 
14. HARRIET BEECHER STOWE wrote Uncle Tom's Cabin. 
15. PATRICK HENRY was a young lawyer .of the colonies, who, 
at the first Continental Congress shouted, "GIVE ME LIBERTY OR 
GIVE ME DEATH." 
16. JOHN J. PE~RSHING was commander of the United States 
anny in the late war. 
The WHIGS were men know:ni as Natiooal Republicans. up until 
1834. 
The CAVALIERS were the ''Well-to-do'' class who fought fOT' 
the king. 
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IMPORTATION OF NEGROES. The first Negro Slaves were 
brought from Africa to"Virginia in 1619. 
THE NAMING OF MARYLAND. Maryland was named by 
George CalV'ert, the first Lord Baltimore. The Catholics were beiJrug 
harshly tl'eated in England so they founded the M"a,ryland c'oloniY that 
they might have their religious beliefs and live in peace. 
THE SETTLEMENT OF VIRGINIA. This colony was, founded 
about the year 1600 by the PlymoUith Company. The people weT'e 
seekin,g gpld" and silver which they thought was abundant in this 
Land. At first almost all the people died of starvation and the remain-
inlg few were much discouraged. The colony, however; was able 170 
survive by the brave end energetic Captain John Smith. Finally 
the people began toba,cco raising" establishing large plantations and 
began to progress rapidly, for most of them were inter~sted in grow-
ing tobacco. About this time a Representative Government was 
started and the colony flourished. 
THE PROTESTANTS were p,eople who did not believe inl the 
same religion as did the people of England, consequently they suf-
fered persecution. 
THE PURITANS were the people who wanted to remain in the 
church of England, but they sought to purify it of certain cer'emonies 
which they thought wer'e too much ,like thos,e of the Roman church. 
THE SEPARATISTS wanted to sepal'ate from the church and 
become an independent 'congregation. 
THE PILGRIMS werle poor of purse but high of character. They 
wel'e breaking the law and worshipping God after their own manner. 
They came to America, December 1620-Plymouth-from Harland. 
for freedom of worship. 
THE MAYFLOWER was the ship which brought the Pilgrims 
to America in! 1620. 
THE QUAKERS were people who were subjected in England 
and who later came to America and ,settl<ed in P.ennsylvan~a. 
The three groups of colonies were the SiOUTHERN, NEW 
ENGLAND, and the MIDDLE COLONIES. The people in each of 
the colonies dHfered in their customs, manners' and occupations. 
THE COLONIES COMPARED: 
The Southern Society-
1. WeH educated . 
• 
2. Stately manners. 
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3. Ho'spitableto strangers. 
4. Dressed well. 
5. Kept black s'ervants. 
6. Mostly planters and fur trade,rs. 
7. English were the most 'numerous. 
New England Society-
1. Stood for their rights. 
2. The rich sat in the front pews at church. 
3. Mostly Engl~sh. 
14. Noone idle. 
5. Opposed slavery. 
6. Manufacturing and milling. 
7. &naIl farms. 
Society in the Middle Colonies-
1. Many Nationalities. 
2. Good deal of Democracy. 
3. Farming the chief indus,try. 
WASHINGTON'S WINTER JOURNEY. In the year 1753, 
Georwe Washington at the age of twenty-one together with a half 
dozen companions clothed in leatheT' suits, s.tarted out on horseback 
from Virginia. They had a long jurney before them which took thsm 
over snow clad mountains, through thick forests and aeros's streams 
TIlled with broken ice. 
THE STAMP ACT, was passed in 1765 for the purpose of rais-
ing money to defray expenses of the Standing Army. Every news-
paper, pamphlet, advertisement, bill of merchandise and Legal docu-
ment must bear a govemllnent stamp. The price of the stamps ranged 
all the way from one cent each to fifty dollars each according to the 
importance of the paper to which they were affixed. 
The colonists at once protesrted against paying taxes except 
thoS!e which were approV'ed by their own representatives. 
In 1765 the Stamp Act Congress was held at New York at which 
nine of the thirteen colonies were represented. This body declared ' 
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thiat they Wlere loyal to the king but would allow only their own 
representatives to tax them. 
'NI.E FIRST CONTINENTAL CONGRESS was held in Septem-
ber, 1774 at Philadelphia. The Cbngress sent to the king a "Declara-
tion of Rights and! Grievances." 
THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE was drawn up 
July 4, 1776. 
A PROTECTIVE TARIFF wa,s pas'sed in 1816, because goods 
manufactured in fOl'eign countries couM be imported into the United 
Smtes and ISIOld at a loweT price than our American manufacturers 
could sell their ownJ products. By this Protective Tariff a heavy duty 
was placed on fOl'eign imports making the :Doreign goods cost the mer-
chant as much as American goods. 
THE ERA OF GOOD FEELING was during Monl"Q..e's adminis~ 
tratiOOl. Every one se'emed to be pros.perous and happy. 
THE ERIE CANAL wa,s opened during Adams' administration. 
This canal connected the Hudson river with Lake Erie a distanJce of 
three hundred and s,ixty-three miles. 
"THE SPOILS SYSTEM." Befo1"e JackSIOn's presidency the 
federal gjovernment had emploY'OO' clerm; postmalslters and. ather 
officiJals regardless of their party. Jackson turned out of office about 
a thQusand government emplQyes who had nQt voted for him and filled 
the vacancies with his own political friends. This was the begintning 
of the "Spol~s Sysitem." This system is often spoken ,of alS "To the 
Victor bel'ong the s,poils." 
TYLER WAS NOT ELECTED PRESIDENT, but instead as vice 
pl'esident. Harris was elected as president, but he SOonl died and Vice 
President Tyler took his place. 
TEXAS WAS ANNEXED to the United States in March 1845. 
The RepUblic of Texas owed $7,500,000 which the United! States paid 
although it Was an en'oll"IllO'Us sum. The people caHed Texas "Taxes!'. 
"FIFTY-FOUR FORTY OR FIGHT." One of the planks in the 
DemocratiJc platform in! 1844 declared that the territory of Oregon a:s 
fur nQrth as 54 degroos 40 minutes belonged to the United States!' This 
brought abQut the above saying. 
LAND ACQUIRED FROM MEXICO BY US. In February 1848 
the United States paid Mexi'oo $15,000,000 for the land which lay north 
of the Rio Grande and Gila rivers. The United States alsQ paid 
$3,250,000 fQr claims held against Mexico. This added to our national 
domain 529,189 square miles. 
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DISCOVERY OF GOLD IN CALIFORNIA. In 1848 some shinliing 
partides of metal that looked like gold were found al'eng a stream 
on John A. Sutters' land in California,. Thios caused gold seekers from 
all palrits of the land tOo rush into California. Little gold howe;ver, 
was found by these s·eekers. 
THE UNDERGROUND RAILROAD. The people of the' north 
wer,e much in sympathy with the slav~s, and a slave woo onoo got into 
the nQrthern te,rritory waf, hidden 'ar:id smuggled through to Canada. 
"UNCLE TOM'S CABIN." In the midst of the slavery discus-
sicm Hamet Beacher Sto~ve's "Uncle Tom's Cabin" appeared. ThjlS 
was published in bock form about the liFe of the blacks in the 
south. 
THE REPUBLICANS developed from the WHIG party separat-
ing from the whigs because they opposed slavery. Thus, the Republican 
party was formed as opposing slavery. 
JOHN BROWN'S RAID. Brown was: strongly agains,t slavery 
so he organized a small army to provide the negro·es with guns' and to 
rebel again~t their masters. Brown was caught by the Southern 
whites and was hanged ,on a charge of treason. This dUsturbed the 
north mOr'e than ever against the ,south. 
THE DUEL BETWEEN THE MONITOR AND MERRIMAC. 
The Merrilmac belonged to the confede:rates and was' covered with 
iron. It was said that she res,embled the roof of a bam floating on 
the watJer. T'he Monitor be,longed to the Union side and also was, 
covered with iron. Neither ship proved the superior at first, but 
finally the Merrimac havinlg lost her ram withdrew and the Union 
fleet was saved. 
THE EMANCIPATION PROCLAMATION. In September, 1862, 
President Lincoln gave out the famous document which declared that 
on the following N'ew Years day all p8l!'lsons held as, slave's within the 
CQnfederate state "shall be then, thence forward, llr,d fc.rever fre!?" 
SHERMAN'S MARCH FROM ATLANTA TO THE SEA. Sep-
tember, 1864, Sherman took Atlanta and started bIDs march frQm 
Atlanta to the sea. His army numbered 62,000, horsemen and 
inlfantry. In marcihing they cut Qff all tele'phone wires, burned houses 
and deSitroyed evelrytJhing within their reach. They acquired fQod as 
beSJt they could and slept on, the ground. About the middl1e of 
December they took Savannah and sent a letter to President Lincoln 
presenting him a Chris,tmas gift, the cilty of Savanah. 
THE ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT LINCOLN. On the 
nli'ght of April 14, 1865, Lincoln was attending a pl'ay at Ford's theater 
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in Wa.shinlgtJon, when an actor named John Wilkes B'O'Oth wh'O was in 
sympathy with the south shot him through the brain and at 'Once, fled. 
T.HE,qVIL SERVICE REFORM ACT. This act was adopted in 
1883 providing f'Or a b'Oard 'Of c'Ommissioners' to examine applicants 
f'Or civil service 'Offices and that a man to have such a,1lI 'Office must 
fil"St pass an examination. A man once pass1ing this examiIJlatiJon and 
prIOving himself eligible f'Or the positi'On could remain in 'Office E.S 
long as he did the proper thing. 
THE COLUMBIA EXPOSITION OF CHIC'AGO. In 1893 Presi-
dent Cleveland was caned up'On t'O 'Open at Jacks'On Park!, 'On the lake 
front in Chicag'O, a great fair known as the World's C'Olumbian Expo-
SlIiti'OIi to celebrate the f'Our hund1"edlth anniversary 'Of the disc'Overy 
of America by C'Olumbus. 
THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE. The United States bought from 
France a very large tract 'Of land extending fr'Om the Mis'si:s'Sdppi 
river t'O the Padfic ocean, f'Or the sum 'Of $15,000,000. 
THE LElWIS AND CLARK EXPEDITION, 1804. These men 
were sent out t'O expl'Ore the land which the U. S. had just bought 
from FraIJIce. 
THE REVOLUTIONARY WAR, 1775-83, was f'Ought between the 
United States and England because England taxed the Americans a)lld 
w'Ould n'Ot give them their rights. 
Washington W!LS, commander 'Of 'Our forces. The British lost 102 
ships and the Americans l'Ost 24. 
July 4, 1776 the people si'gned the Declaration 'Of Independence, 
declaring they w'Ould fight f'Or' their freedom. At first the Britisih 
were successful but attas,t America 'Overcame them and won. 
Peace was signed a,t Paris" 1783, by Franklin, Adams and Jay. 
SOME BATTLES OF THE REVOLUTIONARY WAR: 
1. Bunlrer Hill, 1775. Americans were defeated as they ran 'Out 
'Of p'Owder and had to fight with their gunlStocks. 
2. Trenton. WasMngt'On crossed the Delaware 'On Christmas 
night, surprised the Hessian troops and captured 1,000. 
3. Brandywine, 1777. Americans defeated. 
4. Battle 'Of St'Ony Podlnlt, 1779. Amerrcans, w'On. 
5. C'Owpens,. Americans' won. 
6. King M1ls. Americans wonL 
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SOME AMERICANS IN THE REVOLUTIONARY WAR. Wash-
ington, Presc,ott, Arnold, Montgomery, Sullivan, Franklin, Paul Jones, 
and Patrick Henry. 
THE WAR OF 1812 was, between England and the United State,s 
because the English would not allow our ships upon the ocean without 
searching them, anld they also urged the Indians to attack us. ' 
England had 1200 ships while we had only 16 but in a years time 
we had delSitroy,ed nearly all of Englands. During the firSlt year the 
English won on land but aft.er that the Americans overcame them. 
They burned our capitol but iin 1814 peace was signed at Ghent, 
England. We, had won the battle which meanit so much to us'. We 
now had a right on the slea and the peop],e were always, willirig to fight 
for the United States. 
SOME AMERICAN MEN IN THE WAR OF 1812 wer'e: 
1. Perry fought a great battb on Lake Erie defeating the 
Britiish. On his flag were the following words, ~'DON'T GIVE UP 
THE SHIP." 
2. Lawrence fought on the sea defeating the English. 
3. Andrew Jackson at New Orleans defeated the British, killing 
2,036 men while he only 10'Slt 71 men. Peace was" then signed~ 
IMPORTANT BATTLES OF 1812. Lak,e Erie and New Orleans. 
THE CIVIL WAR, 1861-1865, wa.s fought between the North and 
the South beeause they did not believe, alike. Several of the state'!'! 
were withdrawing from the Union. The South was in favor of 
slaves and the North was opposed to them. Linlooln was president. 
The South 'held together better than the North but neither were 
prepared. 
The 80uth fired the first shot on Fort Sumpter and won over 
the North. Th,e Southerners were called Confederates and the North-
erners Federalists. Lincoln caned fol" 75,000 troops but 183,00() 
joined. 
The North wore blue suits and the South wore grey suits. At 
firSit the South was victorious but in the end the North defeated them. 
When the war began the United States had 90 vessels but only 15 
of them were able to fight. The expense of the war was furnashed 
by taxes and by borrowding money from Foreign countries. 
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SOME' BATTLES OF THE CIVIL WAR: 
1. Flort Sumte'r. No lives, lost. 
2. Bull Run. North defeated. 
3. Gettysburg. The greatest l:attle of the war. 
4,. Chatanooga. 
5. Hamp.ton roads. On the water twO' i,mn clad vessels fought, 
the MonitO'r and the Merrimac. The fighting for the' Norlh WOIlJ. 
6. BaWe of Pitt,sburg Landing. 
SOME MEN OF THE NORTH: Grant, Sheridan, McClenan~ 
Meade, Faragut, Hooker and Shennan. 
SOME MEN OF THE SOUTH: Lee, Johnston, Bragg, Hood and 
Jefferson Davis. 
. THE SPANISH AMERICAN WAR, 1898, was between S,pain anq 
the Uniited Stat,es oecaus1e Cuba which belonged to Spain was not give'll 
her rights and thep.eop.le were nearly starved. 
The United States feeling sorry for Cuba senlt her food and 
medicine, and in 1898 Spain sank our Battleship Maine and 206 men 
in the Harbor of Havana. 
The war began April 21, 1898, and a peac,e protocoL was signed 
August 12, 1898. War lasted only about five months. The United 
State's won the war. 
RESULT'S OF THE SPANISH AMERICAN WAR-
1. Spain surrendel'\ed Cuba to the Cubanls. 
2. The Phillipines 'were sold to the United States for $20,000,000. 
3. PO'rto RicO' became the property of the United States. 
4. Guam was also ceded to United States by Spain. 
SOME BATTLES OF THE WAR OF 1898-
1. BattLe of Manila, 1898. Dewey with his one ship destroyed 
10 Spanish ships and killed and captured 600 men,. whilie he did 
nO't lose a man. 
2. Capture O'f Santiago. 
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SOME MEN OF THE WAR OF 1898. Dewey, Miles, Sampson, 
Shafter. 
THE PANAMA CANAL was made between North and. South 
America in the lllinid of Panama. It is valuable as· ships can savel many 
mi;les hy pasising through it. 
THE ARTICLES OF CONFEDERATION, 1776-1781. The 13 
states agreed to form a government under the so called "Articles of 
Confederation. Some states did not want to s!ign them at fiTlst but 
finally did. 
They were very poor and a failure from beginning to end as they 
could not enforce the laws. Congress consisted of 1 hou.se under a 
"president" elected each year. Each state could send not mor:e than 
seven men or less than two men to congre.ss each ye·ar. 
When in Congress, doOTs were closed and no one al10wed to hear 
what was said and nothing was allowed to be printed in the papers, 
E'aCh sta.te had one vote and 9 out of the thirteen could pass a law. 
They had no courts nor judges. They could pass laws but could not 
make the pe·ople obey them. 
THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATE was formed in 
1787, making a government for the people, hy the: people and of the 
people. It was formed because the Articles of Confederation were 
a failure. There are 18 Articles in the Constitution today and an of 
our laws must be formed under them. Giving the people the right of 
HEALTH, PROSPERITY, FREEDOM OF 'WORSHIP, PEACE., AND 
HAPPINESS. 
SQUATTER SOVEREIGNTY. The sta.tes had a right to have 
slavery or be free by this act. 
KANSAS NEBRASKA BILL. This! hill was b1'ought about by 
Douglas. People in Nebraska or Kansas could be free or have sla.ves. 
OMNIBUS BILL-
1. CaIifornia should come in as. a free state. 
2. Utah and Mexico could come in without saying about sllavery. 
3. Texas paid $10,000,000 to give up claim on New Mexico. 
4. No slaves in D.istrict of Columbia. 
THE FUGITIVE SLAVE LAW. Slaves who escaped from thleir 
owners were to be returned to them. 
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THE WILMOT PROVISO. David Wilmot did DIOt want slavery 
in the terrioory whi~h was won OiVer in the war with Mex;ico. 
THE VIRGINIA AND KENTUCKY RESOLUTIONS, 1798. Laws 
were passoo because of the Alien and Sedition laws. Virginia and 
Kentucky claimed that the Constitution was a Contract. They also 
claimed that the Alient amd Sedition Laws Were unconstitutional. 
THE WHISKEY REBELLION,. 1794. A tax was placed on Whis-
key. The western farmel'sl grew grain and made it iinto whiskey be-
caus,e it cosrtso much to get the grain to market. The farmer,s. refused 
to pay the tax so President Washington called out 12,000 soldiersl and 
made them pay the tax. 
WHY THIS CONTINENT WAS NAMED AMERICA. Columbus 
discovered this, continent first but did not know it was so large·. He 
thought it was an island off the cost of Asia. Americusl Vespucius. 
later discovered it and he knew he had dilsc·overed a .niew continent, so. 
it wa,s named after him "America." 
SOME INVENTORS OF AMERICA-
1. Franklin-Printing Pres,s. 
2. Whitney-Cotton Gin. 
3. Fitch and Fulton-Steamboat. 
4. Morse-Telegraph. 
EUROPEAN COUNTRIES WHIC'H EXPLORED 'HERE-
1. England-Atlantic coast from Maine to Florida. 
2. Spain-Florid'a, Texas and the land southwest of Colorado. 
3. France~M~ssiss,ippi Valey. 
4. 'Holland-New Jersey, Delaware and the Valley of the 'Hudson 
Riiver. 
5. Sweden-On the Delaware River. 
THE THIRTEEN ENGLISH COLONIES-
1. Virginia. 
2. New York. 
3. Mas'sacihusetts. 
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4. New Hampshire. 
5. Maryland. 
6. Co'nnecticut. 
7. Rhode IsLand. • 
8. Delaware. 
9. North Carolina. 
10. New Je:rs1ey. 
11. South Carolina. 
12. Pensylvania. 
13. Georgia. 
SETTLEMENT OF PENNSYLVANIA. The king of England 
owed William Penn's father some money, and paid it by giving Penn 
a tract of land in America, which William named Pennsylvania. He 
was a good manager and soon started the City' of Philadelphia. Penn 
was kind to e,very one. 
SMUGGLING. By smuggling we rr.ean trying to keep something 
hidden from -others as if we stored flour in war times. 
TAXATION WITHOUT REPRESENTATION. Before the United 
States established a firm gov,ernment the people were forced to pay 
large taxes without any say at all. Today we pay taxes but we are 
represented in Congress and have a right to vote. 
THE STAR SPANGLED BANNER was written by Francis Scott 
Kee whHe a captive of the war of 1812. . 
PREPAREDNESS. Keeping an army and navy, guns, etc., so if 
war should be declared we would be prepared to fight. 
PATENT. When a person inlvents s'omething they fix it the be,sit 
way polssible then send it to Washington to try and get a PATENT 
onl it ISO that no one else can make and seH the same thing in the 
same way. 
EXPLORERS-
Columbus sailed for Spain in 1492 and discoV'ered America. 
Americus sailed in 1519 for Spain and discovered America. 
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Ponce De Leon saHed in 1513 for Spain and discovered Florida. 
Balboa saHed 1513 for Spain anld discovered the South Sea. 
Oortez sailed 1519 :t:o~ Splain and dLslcovered Mexico<. 
De Soto sailed 1541 for Spain and di,scovered MissisSlippi. 
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John Cabot sailed N97 for England and discovered Newfoundland. 
Drakie sailed 1497 for England and discOIvered the coast. 
Gilbert saHed 1483 for England and discovel"ed nothing. 
Ralei,gh sailed 1483 fOir Engla,nid and discovered nothing. 
John Smith sailed 1607 for England and discovered .Jp.mesto"\v'TI. 
Cartier 'sailed 1534 for France and di,scQvered the St. Lawren~e 
River. 
Champlain sailed 1608 for France and discovered Q'.lebec. 
Hudson discovered the Hudson River. 
Magellan Isailed 1519 for Spain and sailed around t.he world. 
THE DRED SCOTT DECISION. Scott and his wife were slaves 
in Illinois where sla,very existed, but later his mas1Jer moved to Mis-
souri, a free state. Scott thenl claimed he should be free. He was 
tried in court but still remained a slave. The court decided a slave 
was property and a man could take it with him wherever he went. 
PRESIDENTS WHO HAVE DIED IN OFFICE-
1. Harrison. 
2. Lincoln. 
3. Taylor. 
4. Garfield. 
5. McKinley. 
COPYRIGHT. When a person Writes a book or a play and gets 
a copyright on it no one else can copy it and sell it to the public. 
THE JAMESTOWN COLONY. Started in 1607. The people :111 
put thek grain in a cOimmon siJol"ehOluse. They nearly all perished, 
but finally John Smith came and restored the colony. He had great 
tact with the Indians' but he became sick and the people' started to 
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leave, but just at that time, Lord Delaware arrived with supplies. 
Jame's,town then grew for a while but is nearly all gone today. 
WASHINGTON'S CABINET-
Hamilton, Secretary of Treasury. 
Thomas Jefferson, Secretary of State. 
Knox, Secretary 'of War. 
THE FIRST CAPITAL OF THE UNITED STAT'ES was at 
Philadelphia in 1790. 
THE X Y Z PAPERS. In 1897 three men were se'nt to settle 
trouble with France and were met by three French agents called Mr. 
X, Mr. Y and Mr. Z. 
THE ALIEN LAW. The President was author'ized to banish from 
the country foreigners whose pre's,enee wag, harmful to the nation. 
THE SEDI'TION LAW. The people could not write, publish, or 
do anything to hinder our government. If they did so they were fined 
or impris,oned. 
THE PURE FOOD ACT AND DRUG ACT. Thes.e' ads seek to 
protect us fDom adulterations in our foods and mediciin>es,. It declares 
that such article,s must be offered for sale under their true name. 
THE PANAMA CANAL EXPOSITION. The canal was com-
pleted in 1914 and on August 15, 1914, it was to be opened to the 
world. In celebration of this a great "World's Fair" wa,g held in San 
Francisco in 1915. 
THE MONROE DOCTRINE, 1823. The Monroe Doctrine was a 
part of one of Prlelsidenit Monro'e's annual messages to Congress, saying 
that any attempt by a European cOUllJrtry to get control here would be 
considered an unfriendly act toward the United States. 
IMPORTANT DATES-
1620. Landing of the Mayflower. 
1492. Columbus discovered America. 
1-775. Revolutionary War. 
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1776. Declaration of Independence. 
1812. War of 1812. 
1865 Close of Civil War and Lincoln Assassinated. 
1898. Spanish Ame,rican War. 
1918. November 11, Armistice was' signed. 
PRESIDENTS OF THE UNITED STATES-
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1. Washilnlgton ____________________________________ 1789-1797 
2. Ad'ams _______________ -' ________________________ 1797-1801 
3. Jefferson ______________________________________ 1801-1809 
4. ndadison _______________________________________ 1809-1817 
5. ndonroe _______________________________________ 1817-1825 
6. J. Q. Adams ___________________________________ 1825-1829 
7. Jackson _______________________________________ 1829-1837 
8. Van Buren ____________________________________ 1837-18,U 
9. HarrisoTh--1 month, died ________________________ 1841-
10. Tyler-3 years a'nd 11 months ____________________ 1841-1845 
.-11. Polk __________________________________________ 1845-1849 
12. Tayilor-1 year and 4 months ____________________ 1849-1850 
13. Fillmore--2 years and 8 months _________________ 1850-1853 
1~. Pierce ________________________________________ 1853-1857 
15. Buchannan ____________________________________ 1857-1861 
16. Lincoln-1 term and 6 weeks _____________________ 1861-1865 
17. Joh~son _______________________________________ 1865-1869 
18. Grant _________________________________________ 1869-1877 
19. Hayes ________________________________________ 1877-1881 
20. GarfieLd-6 months and 15 daysL _________________ 1881-. 
21. Aithur-3 years, 5 months and 15 days __________ 1881-188'5 
22. ctevella~---------------- __________ ~ ___________ 1885-1889 
23. Hamson ______________________________________ 1889-1893 
24. Cleveland _____________________________________ 1893-1897 
25. ndcKinley-1 term and 6 months _________________ 1897-1901 
26. Roosevelt--1 term, 3 years and 6 months _________ 1901-1909 
27. Taft _________________________________________ 1909? 1913 
28. Wilson _______________________________________ 1913-19211 
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PERSHING IN FRANCE. On June 26, 1917, the first American 
dhisiQn landed in France. Their CommalIlider General JQhn J. Per-
shing had preceded: them a few days and on July 4th SQme Qf them 
were marched thrQugh the streets Qf Paris. 
OUR MILITARY FORCE, APRIL 6, 1917. There were in Qur 
military service about 289,000 men~regulararmy, 127,000; NatiQnal 
Guardesl, 80,000; navy and marines, 82,000. By vOoluntary enlistment 
and selective draft we were able to. have in France Qr ahoard ships 
going thither befQre July 4, 1918, mor,e than a milliQnl American 
soldiers. 
THE APPEAL TO DEMOCRACY. Befo.re bringing the full fOorce 
of the Unitted States into. the field, .President WilsOon tried Qnce mOore 
to. sho.w the Germans that safety fQr free gQvernment was Qur single 
purpose. 
GENRAL FOCH was given command ,over all trQUPS on the 
W,estern front. 
THE WAR CABINET-
1. McCQrmack-Chairman of the War Board. 
2,. War Industries Board-Baruch. 
3. Shipping Boa'rd-Hurley. 
4. Fuel Adtmilnlistration-Garfield. 
5. Railro.ad AdministratiQn-McAdoo. 
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Civics 
Provisions of the Constitution 
(c). The Constitution plrovides for three departments of the gov-
ernment of the United States: 
1. Leg~slati~e or {CONGRESS __ {l. 
Law-makmg PoweT 2. 
House of Representativef 
Senate. 
2. Executive, or J 
Law-enforcing Power 1 The President. 
3. Judicial or {lo Courts. 
Law-interpreting Power 2. Judges. 
Provisions of the Constitution Relative to the Congress 
r Chos'en by V'ote of the people every two years 
Term-Two years. 
REPRESENTATIVES ...!. 
i 
jAt least 25 years old, 7 years a citizen of the, Unit-Qualifications ed States, and when elected 
;hall be an i'Ilhabitant of the 
state for which he is chosen. 
Number-They are apportioned among the 
several states. Each state shall have at 
least one. In all there are 432. 
L SoIe Bower-Impeachment. 
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(Number-Two from each state. 96 in all. 
T,erm-Six years. 
I 
Ho.w chosen. By the legislature of the state 
and also by direct vote of the state. 
Must be at least 30 yea1'lS 
of age and have be'en a cit-
izen of the United States 
SENATE ____________ ~ Qualifications for at least nilne years, and 
when elected be an inhabit-
!lnt of the state for which I b.e is chos,en. 
Officers-The Vice President of the United 
States acts as president of the senate, but 
has no. vote unless they are equally divided. L Sole Powe,rs-To try all impeachments. 
Provisions of the Constitution Relative to the President. 
r Term-Four years,. 
I How Chosen. By electo!'!! who are cho.sen by the people's vote. Each state has as many 
I electors as it has senators and represent-
atives,. It is, howev~" the people's vote I that elects the president, although indirect-
I lY. 
PRESIDENT _________ i ()f age, having resided in the {
He must be at lieast 35 years 
I Qualifications United States at least 14 years and a natural bom I !itizen o.f the United States. 
I Oath-Befo.re elnltering office he must ta~ an oath of affirmatio.n. 
I Impeachment-He can be remo.ved from of-fice upon conviction of treason, bribery, or 
L other high crimes and misdemeanors. 
Some of the Important Powers of Congress 
1. To. levy and co.llect taxes'. 
2. To. borrow mo.ney on the credit of the Umted' States. 
3. To regulate commerce with the foreign nations. 
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4. To coin money alnJu l'egularte the value thereof. 
5. To estabHsh posrtoffices and post roads. 
6. To declare war. 
7. To raise and support armies. 
8. To provide and maintain a navy. 
Some of the Important Powers and Duties of the Pres,ident 
1. Oommander in Chief of the army and navy of the United 
States. 
2. He has power, by and with the consent of 2-3 of the senators 
to make treatie's. 
3. He can fill up vacallllciesl that may happen during the recess 
of the Slenate. 
4. He can from time to time give to congress information of the 
state ·of the Uni,on and l'ecommend such measures as he judges 
nooes:sary. 
United States National and State Officials SaJaries 
Office Salary 
President-Hous,e and $25,000 traveling expense ___________ $75,OOO.00 
Vice PresidenJt ________________________________________ 12,000.00 
Senators ______________________________________________ 7,500.00 
Congve~enJ __________________________________________ 7,500.00 
GoV'ernor of State ______________________________________ 5,000.00 
Superintendent of State ________________________________ 5,000.00 
Judges of the Supreme Court of the sta,te:, each____________ 7,500.00 
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Physiology 
MUSCLES. There ar'e two kinds. 1. Voluntary, which we can 
control. 2. Involuntary, which. We cannot control. 
THE ORGANS OF CIRCULAT'ION are the: 1. blood; 2. Heart, 
Arteries and Ve,ins. 
THE ORGANS OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEM are the: L Brain; 
2. Spinal Cord and nerves. 
THE SPECIAL SENSES ar'e: 1. Touch; 2 .. Feeling; 3. Taste; 
4. Smell; 5. Hearing; 6. Sight. 
THE ORGANS OF RESPTRAT'ION are: 1. Larynx; 2. Trachea; 
3. Lungs. 
THE ORGANS OF DIGESTION al"1e the: 1. Stomach; 2. Larg'e 
and Small Intestines. 
THE SKELETON: 1. Head; 2. Trunk; 3. Limbs. 
HYGIENE is the study of the taking care of our body. 
PHYSIOLOGY is the study of the structure of our bodies. 
A;-~ATOMY is studying and examining each part of the body. 
A NARCOTIC when given i!ll. small doses will deaden pai:n, but in 
largoe doses produces sleep and sometime,s death. Opium and alcohol. 
A STIMULANT when given increas'es our ·vital action and excites 
our nerves. Whiskey, coffee, tea, etc. 
THE CORPUSCLES ar'e red, but sometimes white ones are pres-
ent. They are very small and live in the blood. The red ones which 
are three times the white in number give the blood colm. The white 
ones try to overthrow diseas,e germs. 
ASSIMILATION \,s the mixing of the food we eat with different 
pieces in the body and aids in our digestiom 
DIGESTION is the s.eparating of our food in the Alimentary 
canal for the conversi,on into hlood and different parts, of the body. 
THE PURIFICATION OF BLOOD. The impuI1e blood is sent 
from the heart to the lungs to be purified. It then leaves the lungs 
and goes to all parts of the body. 
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CATARRH is often spoken of as, a cold in the head or lUings and 
mucous membrane. 
FOOD is the victuals we eat to, nourish our body; as, bread, pota,-
toes, meat, milk, eggs, and butter. 
LUNGS are constructed so we may breadth in air; they als'o' purify 
the blood. 
MILK is one of the most Iliourishing foods" as we can live on it 
alone. 
ALCOHOL is not a food. 
THE BRAIN is a sloft mass in our skull which give'SI inteUigence 
(sensle). It becomes of full size at the age of 7 years. 
THE BLOOD gives us heat, health and stranlgth. 
MASTIF'ICATION is the chewing of our food. 
THE AORTA is the largest artery in the body. 
EPIDEMIC. When a disease goes over the country spreading it 
to most familie's as the "flu" it is called an epidemic. 
A DISINFECT'ANT is something that helps to keep away disease 
germs in a wound. Iodine, peroxide. 
THE EUSTACHIAN is a tube found in the ear. 
THE ALIMENTARY CANAL is the entire channel from the 
mouth to the Anus through which food passes. 
COAGULAT'ION is the thickening of the blood as when we have 
the nQse bk~ed 'or whE'I.~1 we cut our finger the blood coagulates and stops 
the flow. 
THE TEETH are of two kinds-the milk teeth, and the perma-
ne:1t t,eeth. 
THE GLANDS aI'e of two kinds-the oil glands and the pers~ 
piratory glands. 
THE MUCOUS MEMBRANE is the inner layer of the skin. 
THE MODIFICATIONS OF THE BREATH are: sighing, cough-
ing, sneezing, snoring, laughing, crying, hiccoughs and yawning., 
THE FOUR PARTS OF THE HEART are: right ventricles, left 
ventrical, right auricle and left auriclie. 
THE USE OF THE BLOOD is to build up the body and repair it. 
THE NORMAL TEMPERATURE of the body is 98.6. 
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THE KINDS OF FOOD arB: fats, starche-s, sugar, carbonhy-
<!rates and proteins. 
WHAT TO DO FOR 
A SPRAIN. Wrap with warm flannel and k-e,ep injured part still. 
A NOSE BLEED. Apply cold water to the back! of the DieCk. 
CHOKING. Slap the person between the shoulders and give 
him bread and water to wash the chocking particle down. 
A SUNSTROKE. Dash cold water on the head and chest. Carry 
the patient to the shade and leave him rest. 
A SNAKE OR DOG BITE. Wash the wound with peroxide and 
randage abovie the wound. 
DROWNING. Lay the person with his head downward, then work 
his arms back and forth over his head so as to work the water out of 
the lungs. 
A DECALOG OF GOOD HEALTH 
F. M. Gregg. 
1. Nutriment.-Thou shalt se,lect thy diet OIn a basis of six parts 
of starchy food, one part of fat, and one of albuminous, food; avoid 
thou an excess of purin yielding foods if thou -vouldst 'escape many 
bodily ills. 
2. Feeding.-Thou shalt eat thy two or three sufficient meals 
und& conditions of good cheer and. shalt masticate solids till they be-
come as pea soup, that thou mayest not abuse thy food canal nor eat 
excessively. 
3. Exercis,e and pe,rspira.tion.-Thou shalt hrin;g inbo daily activ-
ity all thy more important muscles up to the point oJ vigorous s_weat-
ing, so that thou maye'st introduce into thy blood sufficient fat,igue 
stuff to insure reeupe-rative sleep, and. mayesit exercise thy Leat-regu-
lating mechanism enough to prevent thy taking colds. 
4. Resp,iLl1ation.-Thou shalt give thy chest and trunk fl'e,e breath-
ing play, and shalt provide thyself wiith an abundance of wholesome 
air; whatsoev'er deep breathing thou indulgest in let it be donie naturally 
in connection with thy daily vigorous exercis-e, and not as an artificial 
performance apart from thine other forms of eX'ercis,e. 
5. Cleanliness.-Thou shalt avoid aH needless contact with path-
ogenic, and ,sihalt not make thy mouth a "happy hunting gl'ounld" for 
these enemie,s'; that thy pres_ence may not be offensive to thine asso-
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ciates, thou shalt take a daily bath, in the early morning only if thou 
workiest admist clean Slurroundings, and in the evening only if thou 
toil est where thou canst not remain immaculate. 
6. Relaxation.-Thou shalt give thyself daily opportunity fo'r ap-
proximately eight hours of quilet slumber, and if pOossible a fifteen-
minute si'esta midway of thy daily tasks, that thou mayest he ever 
fresh and opt:ilmistic in all 1fuy waking hours. 
7. Elimination. Thou shalt observe all the conditiolIJiS that favor 
a regular and natural discharge ()f all the waste materials from thy 
oody, lest thou store up poison in thy system that shall dO' thee harm. 
8. Medicine and drugs.-Thou shalt abstain frOom the unnecessary 
us-e of drugs generally, and when thou partakes,t, thou shalt do soo only 
under the direction of a wise phySlician. If thOoU wtIuldest be sane 
thou wnt employ water alone as thy s-atisfying beverage, and if thou 
wouldst be wholesome, thou wilt refrain from the use of all na.riCoticsl. 
9. C~OIthing.-Thou shalt employ as thy clean and sufficient rain-
ment only a good absorber and' non-r'etainerof pecrspill"ation next thy 
body, SlUch as meshwoven cotton, and shalt adapt thine attractLv;e and 
serviceable oouter garmelnts accocrd'i'ng to thy varying thermal sur-
roundings. 
10. MenJtal Hygiene.-Thou shalt supp-ress an useless forms: of 
nervous activity; thou -shalt practice eheeriulneSIS all thy days and 
shalt never hate; thou shalt not indulge in self-pity nor dream for a 
moment that thou art the -exclusive "it"; thou shalt regard thYlself as 
counting for something in this world, but shalt consider other'S that 
thou may,est do them good, and that thy days may be long and cher-
ished in the land. 
So shalt thou he physically effident, mentally strong, and morally 
good. 
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Geography 
1. THE EQUATOR is thought of as an imaginery line drawn 
around the earth halfway between the poles. 
The CONTINENTS which alrie crossed by the EQUATOR are South 
America and Afrka. The We,st Indes are also crossed by the equator. 
3. A VOLCANO is an eleivated portion of land where steam and 
white hot mel;tedrock or lava oc,cas,ioll'ally force their way out through 
the cracks. 
4. A SLOPE is any land that slants. 
5. A SOURCE is the beginning of a bwok or a river. 
6. A GE:YSER is a place where hot water spouts cut of the 
ground. 
7. A PLAIN is a b'l'oad tract of land that is level or nearly 
level. 
8. OCEAN CURRENTS are streams of surface water moving in 
the s'ea which are caus,ed by the wind. 
9. THE GULF STREAM is a branch of one of the ocean cUI!l'ents 
which winds among and around the islands s'outhe,asit of the United 
States, and then flows northeast acros,s the Atlantic ocean. 
LOCATIONS 
1. GAPE HORN is located at the southern extreme of South 
America. 
2. THE STRAIT OF MAGELLAN is located at the southern 
porti1on of South America. 
3. THE PANAMA CANAL is located betwelen north and 
South America. 
4. THE SAHARA DESERT is located in the northern part of 
Afr~ca. 
5. THE ISTHMUS OF SUEZ is located in the northeaste:l"ll part 
of Africa connecting Arabia with Africa. 
6. THE MEDITERRANEAN SEA is bounded on the south 
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by Africa, on the north by Europe and the Black sea, on the east by 
Turkey, and on the west by Europe and the strait of Gibralter. 
7. THE GOLDEN GATE is the name of the entrance to San 
Francisco harbor or bay. 
EGYPT AND THE NILE VALLEY Egypt is located in the north-
eastern portion of Africa, through this country flows the Nile river 
which also flows· across the eastern portion of the desert of Sahara. 
The lower half of the Nile valley is in Egypt. This valley is only a 
few miles wide, but it is one of the most fertile regions on the earth. 
The river has built a great delta at its mouth. This, delta is very 
thickly settled. Every sumrper the Nile overfl.ows its banks. The 
water comeg, from the great lakes near the middle of Africa and from 
rainfall on the mountains of Abyssinia. 
THREE IMPORTANT CANALS OF THE WORLD 
1. PANAMA CANAL dug through the Isthmus of Panama which 
connects No,rth and South America. 
2. ERIE CANAL which enables great barges to pass between 
Buffalo and the Hudson river. 
3. SUEZ CANAL dug through the Isthmus of Suez which con-
neds Arabia anCl Africa. A great deal of commerce between Europe 
and Asia passes through this canal. 
THE ISLANDS OF THE WEST INDES are Cuba, Haiti, San 
Domingo, Jamacia, and Porto Rico. 
THE THREE PARTS OR DIVISIONS OF THE UNITED 
STATES are: The Prairies; The Western Plains, and the Great Basin. 
FISHERIES. Oyste,rs are the most valuable food products of our 
shore waters. About four-fifths of them are taken from Chespeake 
Bay. Baltimore' has the largest trade in oysters. Salmon fishing in 
the United States is done mostly near the northwest coast. 
ZONES 
The Tropics, and Polar circle divide the earth's surface i:mto five 
zones. A Torrid zone, two Frigid z'Ones and two Temperate zones. 
THE TORRID ZONE lies between the tropics. It includes all 
parts of the earth upon which the sun's rays, are ever vertical. It is 
thus the warmer as a whole than the other zone·s. 
THE TWO FRIGID ZONES about either pole are indos,ed by 
the polar circles. These zones include all parts of the earth where, 
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during the year, continuous daylight or darkness last for 24 hours or 
more. They are the coldest zones. 
THE TEMPERATE ZONES lie between the Torrid ZOillJe and each 
Frig1d zone. In the temperate zone there is a period of darkness and 
a period 'Of daylight every 24 hours. They cause Warm summers and 
cold winters. 
THE COUNTRIES CROSSED BY THE EQUATOR are: Brazil, 
Columbia" Ecuador (of South America); Kongo State, French KOlg"O, 
and British East Africa (of Africa.) 
THE UNITED STATE IS BOUNDED by Canada and the Great 
Lakes on the north, the Atlantic ocean on the east, the Gulf of Mexico 
on the south a,nid the Pacific 'Ocean on the west. 
SIX COUNTRIES OF EUROPE are: Russia, German Empire, 
France, Spain, Italy and Austria Hungary. 
THE WATER ROUTE FROM NEW YORK TO MANILA. 
Leaving New York you would sail southward on the Atlantic ocean, 
passing by Cuba and turning southeastward so as to pas,s through the 
Panama Canal. Upon leaving the canal you would sail nm"thwestward 
on the Pacific ocean until arriving at Honolulu and from there con-
tinuing nearly straight east on the Pacific until arriving at Manna. 
THE WATER ROUTE FROM BUFFALO TO ODESSA. A ship 
leaving Buffalo would sail eastward on the Atlantic ocean passing 
between Spain and Africa into the Medeterranean sea and from the 
Mediterranea:n into the Black sea, sailing northeastward until arriving 
at Odessa. 
THE BARBARY STATES. The states which are spoken of as the 
Barbary states ale MOROCCA, TRIPOLI, ALGERIA, and TUNNIS, 
which are .Iocated in Northern Africa. 
THREE PLAINS OF SOUTH AMERICA are: PAMPAS, or 
grassy plains of the platla basin; the LLANOS of the Orinoco basis, 
and the SELVAS, or wooded plains, which are the lowlands through 
which the Amazon river flows. 
NEBRASKA is bounded by South Dakota on the north, Iowa on 
the ,east, Kans3is on the slouth, Missouri on the southeast, Cblorado 
on the southwest a:nld Wyoming 01'1 the northwest. 
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LEADING STATES IN PRODUCTS 
WHEAT CORN COTTON LUMBER 
Kans'as Nebll'aska Texas Virginia 
OhiO' Kansas SQ. Carolina NO'. CarQLina 
NO'. & SQ. Dak. IQwa GeQrgia SQ. Carolina 
Nebraska 
FOREST CATTLE SHEEP HOGS 
r'!~~ 
GeQrgia IQwa WYQming Kansas 
SQ. Carolina Kansas ColoradO' Nebraska 
Arkansas Mo. & N ebll'. IQwa 
r:::- ~., 
~~ ... 
TOBACCO COAL IRON PETROLEUM 
~...-';.;-.'t, i'~'cr~--
Kentucky Pennsylvania ColoradO' Ohi'Q 
NO'. CarQlina ColQradQ West Virginia West Virginia 
IQwa 
GOLD AND SILVER. Colorado and MQ:nltan:a. 
THE RICHEST COPPER MINES in the woTLd are in MQntana 
and Northern Michigan and also Arizona. 
I 
SOME CITIES ON THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER are: New Orleans, 
MinneapQlis, MemphIs:, St. Louis and St. Paul. 
SOME CITIES ON THE GREAT LAKES are: BuffalO', N. Y., 
ChicagO', Ill., Milwaukee, Wis., Cleveland, OhiO', Detroit, Mich. 
THE CONTINENTS NORTH OF THE EQUATOR are: North 
America, Europe, Asia and part of Africa. 
THE CONTINENTS SOUTH OF THE EQUATOR are: South 
America and Austll'alia. 
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COUNTRIES AND THEIR CAPITALS 
Country Capital 
United States _____________________ Washington, D. C. 
Mexico ____________________________ Mexico City. 
Canada ___________________________ Ottawa. 
Venezuela _________________________ Caracas. 
Brazil ____________________________ Rio de Janeiro 
Argentina ________________________ I?uenos AiYE:s. 
Chile _____________________________ Santiago. 
France ____________________________ Paris. 
Spain _____________________________ M,)drid. 
Germany ___________________________ Berlin. 
Austria ___________________________ Vienna 
RUSIsia ____________________________ Petrograd. 
Norway ____________________________ ChristianiD.. 
England __________________________ London. 
CONTINENT RIVERS MOUNTAINS 
Mississippi Rocky 
North America Rio Grande Appalachian 
Ohio Sierra Nevada 
Amazon Andes 
South America Parana 
Orinoco. 
Asia Amur Himalaya 
Langtze 
Europe RhiDe Appennines 
Seine Caucasus 
Rhone Alps 
Pyrenees 
Africa Niger Margaret 
Kongo Atlas 
Australia Murray Blue 
Place Location 
Lisbon _________________________ Capital of Portugal 
District of Columbia _____________ Land around United States Capital. 
Philippi,r:es ______________________ Islands near coast of China. 
Mexico _________________________ Country south of United State's. 
Cuba ____________________________ Islands south of Florida. 
London _________________________ Capital of England. 
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Volga __________________________ A rive,r in Russia. 
Alps ___________________________ Mountains of Europe. 
Artic __________________________ Ocean north of North America. 
Egypt __________________________ Northeastern Africa. 
Nile ____________________________ River in Northeastern Africa. 
Hawaiian ______________________ Islands in the Pacific ocean. 
Duluth ______ -.: __________________ City in Minnesota. 
Galveston _______________________ City in Texas. 
Denver _________________________ CapitaJ of Colorado. 
Wilmington ____________________ City in North Carolina. 
ApenT!~ines _____________________ Mountains in Italy. 
Abyssinia ______________________ Cauntry in Northeast Africa. 
Siberia _________________________ Country east of Russia. 
Fujirjama ______________________ Volcano in Japanese Islands. 
Porto Rico ______________________ Islands in Atlantic Ocean. 
Rio de Janeiro __________________ .Capital of Brazil. 
Yellowstone Park ________________ .Park in Wyoming. 
Puget Sound ___________________ "Nort!hern part of Washington. 
Gibralter _______________________ N"orthern coast of Africa. 
Vesuvius _______________________ Mountain on western· coast of Italy 
Blue Ridge _____________________ Mountains in Virginia. 
Hava:1a _________________________ City of Cuba. 
Vienna _________________________ Capital of. Austria Hungary. 
Algeria ________________________ Northern part of Africa. 
Tripoli _________________________ Northern part of Africa. 
Pekin _________________________ Capital of China. 
Baltimore ______________________ City in Maryland. 
Java ___________________________ Island northeast of Am~tralia. 
Brussels ________________________ Capital of Belgium. 
Calcutta __________ ,- _____________ Capital of India. 
C€lyloa1 ______________________ . __ Island off Coast of India. 
Nile ___________________________ River in Northern Africa. 
Weist Indes _________________ -----Is'.anrls Southeast of Flo.rida. 
Appalachian ___________ .. ________ Mountains in eastern United States 
Madrid ________________________ Capital of Spain. 
Liverpool _______________________ In England. 
Yukon __________________________ 11, river in Alaska. 
Himalaya ______________________ Mountain in China and India. 
Manila ________________________ A city in the PhiHppines. 
I\.mazon _____________ . ___________ A river in South America. 
Moscow ________________________ A city in westerJJl Russia. 
Ohattanooga ____________________ A city in Tennessee. 
Honolulu _______________________ A city in the Hawaiian Islands. 
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REVOLUTION. Earth turnd:ng eViery 24 hours. 
ORBIT. The paJth the earth fo.llows in going around the sun. 
SEASONS are c'aus,ed by the earth plllssing aro·und the sun. 
LATTITUDE. Lines on the Globe by which we lee ate places north 
or So.uth o.f the Equator are called Lattitude. . 
LONGITUDE. Lines to. locate a place in a east or west directien 
by means ef Meridians are called Long~tude. 
PARALLELS are lines COl!Ilnecting all places ef the same lattitude. 
(These lines are pa.rall,e1.) 
MERIDIANS are lines connectilng all places where we have no en 
at the same time. 
A PLA TEA U is a broad level piece ef land used for grazing. 
THE EQUINOX is when the sun reaches certain places illS, on 
March 21 and'September 22'. (It is caned an equinox.) 
THE GREAT LAKES are: Lake Superier, Huron, Erie, Michigan, 
and Onta;rlio, 
THE DEPENDENCIES 'Of UNITED STATES are: Cuba, Porto 
Rico, Alaska and the Phillipines. 
THE PROVINCES OF CANADA are: Alberta, Ontario., Quebec, 
British Oolumbia anld Manitoba. The capital of Canada is Ottawa. 
THE PANAMA CANAL. This canal is 50. miles long running 
southea,st. It is under policing and control of the U:nlited States, and 
cost between $350,000,000 and $400,000,000. 
A DELTA is the land formed by s·ediment at the mouth of a river. 
The LOESS PLAINS are rich lands in Eastern Nebraska. 
SEED GERMI'NATION. A seed should be of unifwm size, good 
heart, clean, and make a good test. 
A GLACIER is a large body of ice Wlhich passes over the land. 
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An ICEBERG is a large piece of ice floating in the ocean. 
A DESERT is very slandy, no trees, no people, water is, 'Scarce, 
,and only 'Ill few pl:ants exist. 
HUMIDITY refer'S to the amount of moisture in the air. 
~EROS:ION is the wearing away of rocks, lands, etc., by climate 
throughout the ~aI1SI. 
A RIVER SYSTEM is a riV'er and all its tributaries. 
A RIVER BASIN is all the land drained by a river and its 
tributaries. 
An ISLAND is a small body of land surrounded by water. 
A PENNINSULA is a narrow neck of land reaching out into the 
water. 
THE SAND HILLS al1e found iJn western Nebraska. 
SOME INJURIOUS BIRDS are: Crows, chicken hawks" pigeons 
and spaiITOWS. 
SOME HELPFUL BIRDS: Robbins and wrens. 
A CAPE is a point of land that extends out into the water. 
A STRAIT is a narrow neck of water seiparating two places. 
AN ISTHMUS connects two bodies of la:nid. 
SOME INDUSTRIES OF THE EASTERN COAST OF THE 
UNITED STATESar'e. Dairying, mining, ma,nlUfacturing, lumbering, 
and some farming. 
Some INDUSTRIES OF THE WESTERN COAST OF THE 
UNITED STATES are: F'arming, fishing, stock-raising, fruit grow-
ing, and some mining. 
AREA OF THE CONTINENTS 
Continent Sq. Miles 
ASIA _________________________________________________ 17,000,000 
AFRICA ______________________________________________ 11,000,000 
NORTH AMERICA ____________________________________ 8,000,000 
SOUTH AMERICA ____________________________________ 7,000,000 
EUROPE ______________________________________________ 3,872,000 
AUSTRALIA _ ___ __ __ ______ __ ____ _ _ __ __ _____ __ ___ __ ___ 3,300',000 
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CONTINENT RACES CROPS OCCUP ATIONS 
White Wheat Farming 
France Yellow Cornl Mining 
Bla0k Rye Manufacturing 
Wheat 
Germany White Corn Farming 
Barley Manufaicturing 
Oats 
Gr'eeks Rice 
Italy Italians Cotton Farming (chief 
French Corn one) 
Black Wheat 
White Wh'eat Farming 
United States Black Oats Mining 
Red Corn Manufacturng 
Barley 
Wheat Mining 
Australia Black Sheep Farming 
Cattle 
England White Wheat Farming 
Corn 
Spain White Corn Farming 
Jews Wheat 
Greece Black Grapes Farming 
Greeks Barley 
Turks Wheat 
Russia Fezcaps Hemp Farming 
Americans Barley 
Rye 
Country 
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GOVERNMENTS 
United States __________________________ Republic. 
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Government. 
Germany _______________________________ Gonstitutionlil Monarchy. 
England _______________________________ .Constitutionial Monarchy. 
Russia ________________________________ .Absolute Monarchy. 
Mexico _________________________________ .Republic. 
China _________________________________ .Monarchy. 
Belgium _______________________________ Limited Monarchy. 
India __________________________________ Absolute Monarchy. 
Switzerland ____________________________ .Limited Monarchy. 
South America _________________________ .Republic. 
France _______________________ :.. _________ Republic. 
J [Cpan _________________________________ .Limited Monarchy. 
THE KINDS OF GOVERNMENT-
1. Monarchy, government by one person (King, Queen, Emperor.) 
2. ARISTOCRAT, government by a few persons. 
3. DEMOCRATIC, government by the people. 
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COU~TRY IMPORTS EXPORTS 
China "Wheat 
UNITED STATES Tea Beef 
Coffee Corn 
Rubber 
Flour Rubber 
SOUTH AMERICA Manuiactul'ed Hides 
goods Coffee 
Sugar 
Wool China 
EUROPE Cotton Cloth 
Food stuffs Hardware 
ManufadurekI Tea 
JAPAN goods Silk 
Rice 
Manufactured Palm oil 
AFRICA goods Rubber 
Ivory 
Hides 
Cloth Rice 
INDIA Machine and Cotton 
Hardware 
Iron goods Gold 
AUSTRALIA Cloth Wheat 
Sugar Cattle 
Tea Wool 
Manufactured Wheat 
CANADA goods Lumber 
Coffee Cattle 
Rubber 
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Agriculture 
DEFINITIONS 
1. SUBSOIL is the bed of material or soil, just beneath the sur-
face soil. 
2.. HUMUS isa brown or black material formed by the decom-
position of vegetable and amimal matter. 
3. LOAM is a blackish soil ·often containing some clay and s'and. 
4. LOESS is a peculiar depos,it of loam ranging to' sand at one 
extreme and clay at the other, usually a yellowish brown. 
5. A BALANCED RATION is a ration in which the ratio of 
protein, carbQhydrate's and fat correspond to the required feedinig 
standard. 
6. A. ROOT is a portion of a plant bearing neither leaves or 
reproductive organs, but is used as 'a food reservoir and for anchorage. 
7. GRAFTING is a means of propogating plants by inserting a 
scion in a branch or stem of another plam. 
8. BUDDING is a means of propogating plants, by inserting a 
bud in a branch or stem of another plant. 
9. ANNUALS reproduce from seeds only, the roots and branches 
during ,each Y'ear. (An annual is, a .one year plant.) 
10. BIENNIALS also reproduce by s'eeds, the plant dies, down in 
the winter and comes up in the following spring. (Biennials live for 
two years.) 
11. PERRENIALS reproduce from both seeds and runners, they 
die down in the winter a'!]d come up again in the spring. 
12. A RUNNER is a slender prostrate branch which roots at the 
. joints or ends forming new plants; as, strawberries •. 
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13. A FUNGICIDE is a spray-such as Bordeaux Mixture, used 
i~eIit~nd -destroy parasites. p- *..~ 
14. FOUR WAYS OF PROPOGATING PLANTS are: B~' seeds, 
grafting, budding, and cuttings. 
15. A DUEL PURPOSE COW is one which raises' calves that 
makie good milk cows amid also good beef cattle; example, Shorthorn. 
16. FOOD IS COMPOSED of fats, carbohydrates, and protein. 
Protein is the most essential in putting on flesh. 
17. BORDEAUX MIXTURE is a spray used to destroy Fungus 
diseases. It i:s made by pulverizing 5 pounds of copper SUlphate in 2 or 
3 gaillons of hot water, then adding 40-50 gallons of wa,ter, next slack 
5 pounds of quicklime in water and strain ~nto the copper sulphate 
solution. 
18. ARSENATE OF LEAD in solution with wate'l" is a spray 
used against injurious insects. (Example-potato bugs.) It is pre-
pared by dtsisolving 2 ,or 3 pounds of arsenate of lead-paste form~in 
50 gallons of water. 
19. PARASITES live on other plants; examples are: bacteria 
and fungi. 
20. 'I1WO ELEMENTS plant seCure fr10m the air are: Carbon, 
and oxygen. 
21. THREE ELEMENTS plants seture from the soil are: Nitro-
gen, phosphorus and potash. 
22. A WEED is a plant not wanted. 
23. FERTILIZER is a material added to the soil to increase its 
plant food. 
24. A FORAGE CROP is any crop the stems or leaves or both 
of which are used either green or dry for feeding stock. (By Wilson 
& Warberton). Example-Millet, corn and alfalfa. 
25. SOILING A CROP is the feeding of green feed; as, cutting 
green; corn and carrying it to hogs. 
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METHODS OF ERADICATING INSECTS PESTS 
1. Rotation of crops. 
2. Breaking up of grass lands. 
3. Regulation of cultivation. 
4. Adjustment of time of sowing. 
5. Burning ove-r of grass land-s (used to destroy chinch bugs.) 
6. Destl'loying of wheat stuble (used against Hession fly.) 
7. Treatment of seed with paris green and water. 
26. Some injurious insects: The cut worm, Hes'sian fly, chinch 
bug a;nd army worms. 
27. A knowledge of botany is ess-ential in Agriculture because it 
is a study of how plants live and grow. 
ANIMAL BREEDS 
1. FOUR BREEDS OF BEEF CATTLE are: Hereford, Short-
horn, Aberdeen-Angus and Galloway. 
2. FOUR BREEDS OF HORSES are: Percheron, Clydesdale, 
Belgian, and Shire. 
3. FOUR BREEDS OF HOGS are: Duroc Jerseys, Poland 
Chinas, Hampshires and the Chester Whites. 
4. FOUR BREEDS OF SHEEP are: Shropshire, Hampshire, 
Southdown and Cotswold. 
5. FOUR DAIRY BREEDS OF CATTLE are: Jersey, Holstein, 
Guernsey, and Ayrshires. 
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Other Important Things Every 
Pupil Should Know 
1. How to bound his state by states and by longitude and latitude. 
2. The county office~8 of hi~ county. 
3. How to bound his county. 
4. How to place the towns in his county. 
5. He should know two or three leading railroads of his state. 
6. He should know the names of Siome of the congres'Smen and 
the name of the; governor of his state. 
7. How to prepar1e .a goO'd seed bed. 
8. He should know the name'S of some Americanl and British 
authors and s'ome of their works. 
9. He should know all essential rules of spelling. 
10. He should know the rulel~ for puctuation. 
11. He shoul!d undeTstand parsing and diagraming. 
L2. He should know of se'V1e~aI riveu:!S and institutions in his 
IItate and where they are located. 
